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The aim of the present paper is to show that
given the spectral resolution of the hyperbolic
Laplacian there is an argument which leads us

fairly quickly to Kuznetsov’s spectral expansion

[1, (7.26)] of the Kloosterman-sum zeta-function

Z,n,n(S). Since his formula is equivalent to his
much quoted trace formula [1, Theorem 2], our
argument provides the latter with a more accessi-
ble proof. To prove his result on Zm,n(S) Kuznet-
sov developed a quite ingenious argument of
transforming the inner-product of two Poincare
series into a series of J-Bessel functions inte-
grated with respect to their orders, and applied
various averaging technique to extract the defin-
ing series of Z,n,n(S). Thus, though powerful and
impressive, his argument inevitably depended
heavily on the theory of Bessel functions as is
well indicated by his use of exotic identities such
as that of Gegenbauer [3, p. 138 (1)]. We shall
dispense with those heavy machineries
altogether.

Before starting our discussion it should be
worth remarking that though we restrict
ourselves to the case of the full modular group
F-- SL(2, Z) it is apparent that we do not lose
any generality.

Now, the Kloosterman-sum zeta-function is
defined as

Zm,n (S) (27’) 2s-1 Z S(m, n 1) 1-2s,
1=1

where S(m, ;l) is the Kloosterman sum

exp(2i(mh + nh)/l), hh 1 rood 1.
(h,l)=l

We are going to extract this series from Poincar
series. To this end we take the same initial step
as Kuznetsov’s or rather that of Selberg [2].
Thus, we introduce the Poincar series
() P(z, s)

G (Imv(z))S exp(2zimv(z)), a > 1,

where m is a positive integer, z--x q-ill (Y >
0) and Foo the stabilizer of the point at infinity.
We have the well-known Fourier expansion

sP (z, s) y exp (27rimz) +
1--Sy exp(2rcinx) 1-S(m, n;l)

1=1

ly (1 i)
x (1 + )-Sd,

which is equivalent to regrouping the summands
in (1) according to the double coset decomposi-
tion F\F/F. Thus Weil’s estimate for S(m,
n; l) yields that Phi(z, s) is regular in the region

3
a > -, where we have also the bound Pro(z, s)

<< y providing y is not too small. This means

in particular that P,(z, s) is in the Hilbert
3

space L2(, d) when a > -" here is the

fundamental region of F and d/ the Poincare met-
ric as usual. We should note that Weil’s bound
for S(rn, n;l) is not mandatory but a bound like

Estermann’s classical estimate is sufficient for
our purpose. At any event the above implies that
we may apply the spectral decomposition to the
inner product.

(P(’, s,), Pn(’, s0}

P,(z, s)P(z, s)df(z).

To state the decomposition we let : +

;: > 0, j --> 1 U {0} stand for the discrete

spectrum of the hyperbolic Laplacian acting on

L(, dl). Also let be an eigen-form corres-
ponding to , so that it has the Fourier expan-

sion
Cj(z) pj(n)Ki,(27r[ n[ y)exp(27rinx),

no
where K, is the K-Bessel function of order v. We
may assume that the set {} forms an orthonor-

3
real system. Then we have, for a, a. > 4


